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Much of this Scene Edition of ScotsGay is dedicated to previewing items of interest at the Edinburgh Festivals. Within these pages you’ll read about the Main Festival, the Book Festival and the Fringe Festival. We simply don’t have room for the TV Festival, the Jazz Festival and everything else that is going on. But we hope that we’ve picked out some highlights for you, the L, G, B, or T punter.

Mind you, Edinburgh in Aug is not for everybody. You may also want to turn to John Murphy’s piece on page 12 for an antidote to it all.

Below are some mugshots of us - ScotsGay’s team of reviewers. Please be kind if you catch up with us out and about! Some of us are charged with reviewing up to eight shows a day.

And if you see something we should turn to - tell us! Get in touch with the team via our editor E-mail: editor@scotsgay.co.uk

OK, lets get on with it... time to feast...

Among the many delights of the Edinburgh International Festival is William Forsyth’s hilarious, end of the world spectacular, Improving the Coo, performed by the Royal Ballet of Flanders at the Edinburgh Festival Theatre - see image over the page for details.

Another highlight is Euripides’ The Bacchae in a new version of the piece by David Greig at the King’s Theatre. This stars Alan Cumming, who will be familiar to many. Catch it from 11th-18th Aug at 8pm at the King’s Theatre.

Optical Identity is for those who want a fresh way of looking. This is music to be seen, not just listened to. Scottish based Theatre Cryptic and the T’ang Quartet from Singapore combine interactive technologies and visuals to create a sound and vision experience - see image over the page for details.

Our team of reviewers:

Tony Challis, Jodie Fleming, John Hein, Martin Powell, Stephen Mathieson and Martin Walker.

The Reviews edition of ScotsGay will be out mid-festival.

For more information go to www.fringereport.com/07awards.php

Muc h of this interest at the Edinburgh Festivals. We are dedicated to previewing items of...
Stephen K Amos - More of Me at the Pleasance Courtyard
The splendid Mr Amos had the best stand up show on the Fringe in 2006, which included a wonderful coming out story to boot. This year he promises to be even more revealing.
1st-27th Aug at 9.40pm

The Iron Eyelashes at the Gilded Balloon
Peter is a drag artist who, on the night the Berlin Wall went up, was performing his cabaret show in the West, while his sister Anna was trapped in the East with her fiance Karl, a member of the East German secret police. What happens next?
With the various homophobic attacks on Pride events and the gay community in places like Russia, Poland and Latvia, this company, Imaginary Forces, feel this story has a particular relevance today.
2nd-18th Aug at 9.10pm

Poof Loose at the Underbelly
Stephen de Martin is the good-looking one from 4 Poofs & a Piano - you know, the four gay guys on the Jonathan Ross show. Here he performs solo. Intimate musical naughtiness is promised...
2nd-26th Aug at 4.05pm

Optical Identity at The Royal Lyceum Theatre
With sculptural sets by internationally acclaimed furniture designer Jason Ong, costumes by BAYLENE and live digital art, Optical Identity is a delight for the senses.
31st Aug - 1st Sep at 8pm

The Discotvity at the Gilded Balloon
Pop idol winner and our very own Scottish Michelle McManus, stars in this pre-West End premiere.
“The greatest story ever told as a panto romp” it says here. The campiest thing in Edinburgh in 2007. Phew!
1st-27th Aug at 11.45pm

Imposing the Czar at the Festival Theatre
This piece uses dance to reflect on dance itself.
The action focuses – with a great sense of humour – on nothing less than the history of Western civilization.
18th-20th Aug at 7.30pm

The Luvvies - Edinburgh’s LGBT Community Theatre Company sponsors arts coverage in ScotsGay Magazine

Seriously: Pet Shop Boys Reinterpreted at Rockel @ Demarco
After selling-out and winning rave reviews in Australia, Seriously: Pet Shop Boys: Reinterpreted, is to get its European premiere.
2nd-27th Aug at 10.30pm

Heelzon Wheels at the Theatre Workshop
Through a joyous maelast of script and songs, this show takes a wry look at disability, sexuality, families, politics and consumerism. It’s about coming out and staying in, and then coming out again!
9th-26th Aug at 8pm

The Luvvies - Edinburgh’s LGBT Community Theatre Company
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**Top 10 Gay Friendly Book Festival Events**

**Exhilaration, imagination, inspiration** - it is amazing what one green garden can contain. The Edinburgh International Book Festival at Charlotte Square Gardens has something different.

- The poet Jackie Kay is a good start. There is always a warm smile in her voice it seems, although this year she will be focusing on the anniversary of the abolition of black slavery. 11th Aug at 5pm
- On the same day is Edmund White, the big daddy of American gay fiction. His new novel, *Hotel de Dream*, focuses on the life of the American writer Stephen Crane. 11th Aug at 8.30pm
- Andrew O'Hagan will have more to say about his subtle novel about an inhibited gay priest, *Be Near Me*. 12th Aug at 8.30pm
- Ali Smith, an Aberdonian, is very keen on Tove Jansson, the Finnish creator of the Finnish Moomin troll, whom I remember from my childhood. Jansson’s last novel, *Fair Play*, has just been published in English. Jansson is a gently brilliant writer who opens the door to a quiet liberation, wholly unpressured. 18th Aug at 11am
- Neil Bartlett is a gay novelist and playwright, and his new novel, *Skin Lane*, is a “tale of erotic obsession.” 18th Aug at 7pm
- Julian Clary has written a comic satire on celebrity and the crime genre, *Murder Most Fab*. 19th Aug at 6.30pm
- Stewart Lee - 41st Best Stand-Up Ever! at the UdderBELLY. Funny as hell! 2nd-22nd Aug at 7.30pm

**Luke Wright’s Poetry Party with Bob Mortiz**

Luke Wright is one of the UK’s best stand-up poets. His show *Poet Laureate* debuted at Edinburgh last year to a host of four and five star reviews. Former member of Aisle 16, he is a talent that ScotsGay has been raving about for years. In 2007 he is re-united with the A16 boys - with a host of others - for a two day poetry party.

- The full poetic lineup is: Luke Wright, Ross Sutherland, Joel Stetley, Chris Hicke, John Hedges, Lenn Sinnen, Murray Lachlan Young, Tim Turnbull, Francesca Brand, Martin Newell, Kat Francois, Clare Pollard, Eddy Lummis, Tom Wells, Polar Bear, Joe Dunthorne, Tim Clark, Clare Shaw, Jenny Lindsay & Jude Simpson.

**11th-12th Aug Noon-Midnight**

**X-Files Improv at the Lot**

X-Files actor Dean Haglund takes the piss out of his own TV series. 4th-27th Aug at 8.45pm

**Paul Sinclar King of the World at the UdderBELLY**

The laid back ex-CP is one of the best comics around. Almost won an Eddy in 2006. 1st-27th Aug at 8.30pm
4 things you should know about Civil Partnership

1. Do you know about the Inheritance Tax and other Tax Savings of being Civil Partners?
2. That by being Civil Partners you will another?
3. Tax and other Tax Savings of being
4. How to get out of the Partnership if things go wrong?

If you answered NO to any of these questions, call Donald Reid now for information.

Social Drop-In
Mondays 6.30 - 8.30pm
Information Drop-In
Tuesday to Thursday at 6.30pm - 7.30pm
9 Howe Street, Edinburgh
www.lgbthealth.org.uk

SUPPORT PETER TATELL

Join us at our annual fundraiser in the heart of gay rights and human rights activism for almost 40 years. Help share a light on many forms of discrimination which, without his help, would have gone largely unnoticed and unchallenged.

The Peter Tatchell Foundation (PTF) was established in 2008 to help finance Peter’s numerous campaigns. He is unpaid, with no best in comedy. Comedians announced to date include:

- Phill Jupitus, Rich Hall, Jimmy Carr, Simon Amstell, Russell Howard, Brendan, Bums, Michael McIntyre, Shappi Khorsandi, Barry Cryer (of Carlton & Java) and Jon Richardson.
- Alan Carr at the Fringe-goers three hours of the very best in comedy. Comedians announced to date include: Phill Jupitus, Rich Hall, Jimmy Carr, Simon Amstell, Russell Howard, Brendan, Bums, Michael McIntyre, Shappi Khorsandi, Barry Cryer (of Carlton & Java) and Jon Richardson.
- Star of Channel 4’s Friday Night Project, Alan Carr said: “I’m really excited to be involved in the Comedy Gala as it’s always a fantastic night, and for a great cause. I appeared as a point in 2005; this year I’m hosting it – next year I’ll probably be selling the ice cream.”

David Johnson, Director of Waverley Care said: “The money this will raise is significant for a charity of our size, helping us to continue making a real impact on people’s lives, as well as raising awareness amongst the Fringe-going public. It’s so much fun and it’s an event we look forward to each year.”

BUTCH - A Queen’s Struggle to Become a King at the Pleasance Dome

Monday wants to ‘bunch-up’, he’s fed-up being referred to as ‘another camp gay guy’. This becomes even more important when he falls head over high heels for a closeted, ultra-masculine, black, straight-acting army captain who hates anything effeminate or even slightly ‘gay.’

BUTCH promises a hilarious, witty, homoerotic, and dazzling hour of top Fringe entertainment.

1st-27th Aug at 2.30pm
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TOP 21 Gay Friendly Musicals & Theatre

Apollo/Thames Parts 1 & 2
at the Gilded Balloon
1st-27th Aug at 9.30pm

Amelia Jane Hunter is Keith Flipp
at the Gilded Balloon
1st-27th Aug at 7.30pm

Evenboat - Almost Eurasion
at the Pleasance Courtyard
2nd-27th Aug at 8.45pm

The Dresser
at the Underbelly
13th-26th Aug at 12.10pm

Dye Young Stay Pretty
at the Gilded Balloon
1st-27th Aug at 3pm

A Gay Disabled Transsexual Love Story
at the Theatre Workshop
13th-18th Aug at 10.10pm

Gay Slave Handbook
at the Pleasance Courtyard
2nd-27th Aug at 10.10pm

The Liars
at C Sooce
1st-26th Aug at 10.30

Night Just Before the Forests
at the Theatre Workshop
11th, 12th & 18th Aug at various times

Twinss
at the Sweet ECA
2nd-12th Aug at 4.30pm

Unnatural Acts
at the Gilded Balloon
2nd-27th Aug at 9.30pm

Venue at a Bay
at the Traverse
2nd-26th Aug at various times

Yesterday, When I Was Young
at C Sooce
12th-27th Aug at 11.20pm

Stonewall
at the Pleasance Courtyard
On a hot summer night in 1969 an incident took place in downtown Manhattan that would change the face of modern sexuality forever. Stonewall is a darkly humorous and poignant celebration of the events leading up to that explosive night - set to a soundtrack of swinging sixties girl groups. Adapted from Rikki's original screenplay for Nigel Finch's award-winning movie of the same name, Stonewall is the story of sexual intrigue, innocent romance and just plain old fashioned bad behavior that sparked the most glamorous night of civil disobedience in history. 1st-26th Aug at 3.30pm

Corpus Christi
at the Bedlam
This is a new production of Terrence McNally's gay passion play that caused all that uproar in New York City ten years ago. Seemed that the Catholic League wasn't all that thrilled about Jesus being portrayed as a gay man and, among other things, they called in bomb threats to the theatre delaying the opening for two weeks. Perhaps the most shocking fact about this production is the lack of protests: not a single threat, picket sign, or mere grumble. See for yourself the power this show has to offer and “Challenge Everything You Believe.” 1st-26th Aug at 5.10pm

Festival coverage compiled by:
Tony Challis (Book & Main Festival) & Martin Walker (Fringe). Thanks to Katy Dimmock & Shona McInnes.
Ah the good old Edinburgh Festival – don't you just love it? Opera, Art and Comedy from all over the world descend on our capital city for a month of community and culture. For the whole of Aug cultural eyes gaze upon Edinburgh in wonder as they marvel at its cultural riches.

However it is not just the arts that make this city unique. In this issue of Glasgow you will find out how Glasgow does its festival vibe a bit differently. The City of Culture is one of the main attractions in the city, and it is truly an international city. Inauguration of the Scottish Parliament, and the city is not without its share of cultural events.

Just a wee rant to start with, most of the people who come round the bars holding clips think they are in the 80's. It's a bit of a shame because they have a chance to discover some of our great pubs and clubs. Debonair's and Pubs are the two most common places for the more mature and their admirers. Merchant Pride, The Court Bar and Mode are all finding their own clientele and they are doing well.

The city is not always the most mediocre of places, a half hour wait at the bar. The city, Glasgow, huffs and puffs, but there is no stopping it. For them in Aug and let them celebrate the spirit of good will for which they stand. We are also home to the UK's largest gay festival, the Festiva, and the Festival of Comedy and Jazz. We are also home to the Festival of Flowers and the Festival of Music. They are all in Aug and let them celebrate the spirit of good will for which they stand.
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Edinburgh
dún eideann

Jodie is on holiday, so it’s up to The Troll to tell all from Edinburgh this month.

A new LGBT Organised Group launches in the Register on Wed 16th Aug at 8pm. Can you get a bit warped by the lure? Do you long to meet like-minded women for friendship, stimulating conversation? Would you like to make new gay friends to go to the movies, theatre, pub, dancing etc? With? Well, now you know where to go! Thereafter, it will take place at the Register on the 3rd Wed of each month. E-mail: nlb@lgbtevents.co.uk or Tel: 0131-621 1007 to get contact details, or pop turn up.

Guitar Night Volute is celebrating with a Birthday Party at Studio 24 on its 26th Aug (rather than usual Sat). There will be a Festival licence to Rm.

Whilst numbers haven’t quite returned to the level that Jean was getting at Marines, regulars certainly seem to enjoy themselves and I’m surprised that more disco’s don’t make their way down to this centrally located and handy venue.

Farewell to Ray and Andy at JW – after some 17 or so years, the popular pub venues have hung up their purrs. And then there was Chapps before – it seems like yesterday, but that was 20 plus years ago although still sadly missed by many!

Jimmy Quinn, who is a few you may recall owned Q2’s – another Edinburgh basement lost in the mists of time – has now acquired the lease for the Burger Downstairs is going to be very much a male oriented bar. Real ale. Food served: 5-11pm. Friendly gay basement bar. Live entertainment Fri & Sat. Disco every night from 11pm. Friendly gay basement bar. Live entertainment Fri & Sat. Disco every night from 11pm.

EDINBURGH CENTRE

The LGBT Centre for Health and Well Being (Edinburgh’s oldest) in the heart of Edinburgh. Provides a range of services and support for LGBT people living in Scotland and surrounding regions. Friendly and unobtrusive music. A great chance to see some interesting talks from the dynamic duo.

Elaine RYIE

Sala Café Bar

www.jameslongworth.com

E-mail: troll@scotsgay.co.uk

www.scotsgay.com

www.lagrad-edinburgh.org.uk

www.club-booty.com

www.trashedclub.com

www.dv8edinburgh.org.uk

www.myspace.com/utterlygutted

www.myspace.com/clubvelvet and www.clubvelvet@blueyonder.co.uk

www.clubvelvet.com

www.myspace.com/utterlygutted...
Aberdeen
obar dheadhain

Well here we are in what is meant to be summer here in the North of Scotland. We know it’s here the rain is warmer!!

There has been quite a bit going on around the city with fiddles and bars. The G Zone pub at the back of the Castlegate. THT is having a PINK-NIC at the beach on Sat 13th Aug from 1pm... Meeting at Forfude end of the beach so look for the rainbow flag. Come wearing pink to eat pink food with pink drink! Food provided just bring your own clothes and drink. There are going to be games, BBQ and sandcastle competition. Everyone welcome.

They are also on the look out for more community support volunteers to help out with various initiatives at Terrence Higgins Trust Aberdeen. If you have a few hours a week to spare please get in touch with them.

For more information on any of the above contact Bridger or dal on 0845 241 2111 or info@tth.org.uk or pop into 11 Wandoor Place in Aberdeen.

Cheerz Bar & Teaserz Club
Cheerz & Teaserz continue to pull in the punters with all the entertainment you need. DJ Steve, Alan M & Miss Romy provide everything from Drag to Karaoke, Theme Nights and the infamous Cheerz Quiz. They are also on Bebo so go and find out for Marry Wattson, AKA Camera, Where & Alan otherwise your pic may appear on the Bebo sites!! More on Cheerz & Teaserz http://CheerzBar.bebo.com or http://DJ-AL1981.bebo.com

Foundation
Foundation continues to be the city’s main gay club now open 7 nights a week with live music on most nights, all drinks £1.50 before midnight... AND Chris is back behind the bar too! For more info you can visit Foundation’s Bebo page at http://Foundationmitchell.bebo.com

The Disco Bus Crew - Entertaining Aberdeen since 19.2.
The Disco Bus Crew AKA Steve and Ryan have been non stop over the past few months and it doesn’t seem to be stopping. Catch the guys in Cheerz, Teaserz and Foundation. They would like to thank everyone for their support of the past 6 months and hope to keep you all entertained until you get bored. The guys are also single too… so pop along to Foundation’mitchell @ Wad night blog @ Fri night for a noisy of the guys and well you never know it may be your lucky night, either with or without the Disco Bus Boys!!

40 Years since the Sexual Offences Act
In 1967 the Sexual Offences Act was passed, decriminalising homosexual acts in private in England and Wales although similar law reforms didn’t happen here in Scotland until 1980. As a large industrial and fishing dependent city, Aberdeen had its fair share of so called “friendly” venues where gay men could go and feel safe with their sexuality. “Jim’s Bar”, “Silver Slipper”, “Dizzy’s” and “The North Bridge” were all places frequented in the 60’s. As part of the G Zone site, I am hoping to include photos and memories of the various venues across Aberdeen throughout the years, it would be good to have something from the 60’s right to the present day. If you have anything you want to contribute drop me an e-mail at andi@g-zone.co.uk

Wellmans
Wellmans has now been open for a few months at their new health suite at 218 Holburn Street. They are open Mon-Fri 1pm-8pm, Sat 1pm and closed Sun.

For more information you can give them a call on Aberdeen 01224 211441 or via www.wellmans-health-studio.com

Aberdeen Cares Diversity Centre
This is a brand new service for North Scotland providing counselling services and support to members of the LGBT Community. You can contact them on 07968 546682. If there is no answer leave a name and contact number and they will return the call. Alternatively you can contact them via e-mail: aciddimmel@yahoo.co.uk

Aberdeen City Council
What’s gender equality got to do with them?
Aberdeen City Council has a long history of working with and supporting the LGBT community in the city. Remember that Aberdeen City Council was the first Council in Scotland to publish a LGBT Action Plan, back in 2007! Well now the Council has included the views of LGBT people in its recently published Gender Equality Scheme - together with a commitment to further actions to promote equality.

You can find the Gender Equality Scheme on the Council’s website at www.aberdeencity.gov.uk also don’t forget - Pride in Aberdeen is the LGBT community forum for the city. (Yes, Pride does more than organise the wonderful annual Pride events.) Pride engages with the Council and other public bodies to improve services in the city for LGBT people. You can get involved in Pride too – contact Pride in three ways E-mail: info@prideinaberdeen.org.uk

Via Terrence Higgins Trust on 0845 241 2111 or Babs Greenwood, Aberdeen City Council E-mail: bab@aberdeencity.gov.uk Tel Aberdeen (01224) 228281

Hopefully that is everything right up to date for the city of Aberdeen. Remember any news that you have you can get in touch using the usual e-mail address.
Furburger

Girls your mother warned you about...

Furburger is an Edinburgh club for girls who like girls. The club has been running for over two years now providing an eclectic fusion of music to suit all music tastes with each DJ specialising in their own style of music.

Dejaybird spins an eclectic mix of rock, indie and electronica, she fanks diva throws down phat beats from old school hip-hop to new, Roll and reggae, Miss Titi mixes up a groove from funk to dance and Ray Ty gets everyone in a frenzy with the classic pop tunes you thought you would never hear of again!

Dejaybird spins an eclectic mix of rock, indie and electronica, she fanks diva throws down phat beats from old school hip-hop to new, Roll and reggae, Miss Titi mixes up a groove from funk to dance and Ray Ty gets everyone in a frenzy with the classic pop tunes you thought you would never hear of again!

Furburger is held in The New Town Bar on Dublin Street, Edinburgh which has just changed hands and returned to its original name. This is an intimate space for the girls providing alcoved seating areas and a packed dancefloor, of course! The club has drink promotions on all through the night - all this for £4/£3 conc.

Furburger runs the second Fri of every month at The New Town Bar, 26b Dublin Street, Edinburgh
Fri 10th Aug (Festival late licence)
Fri 24th Aug (Festival late licence)
Extra Festival Date!
Fri 14th Sep (10pm - 2am)
Fri 12th Oct (10pm - 2am)

And upstairs in the new new New Town Bar...
LEATHER & LACE

Vast range of leather and rubber wear!

New stock arriving every day!

Also, cards, mags and all the sex toys you could want!

GET YOUR DANGLY BITS HERE!

8b Drummond Street, Edinburgh EH8 9TU • Tel: 0131-557-9413
Also at 25 Easter Road, Edinburgh EH7 5PJ Tel: 0131-623-6969

LEATHER & LACE

GOLDEN ROOT
PLAY HARDER - PLAY LONGER!
The ONLY Capsule for men that is
AUTHORIZED IN THE UK UNDER E.U. DIRECTIVES FOR HERBAL PRODUCTS
100% HERBAL
SUITABLE FOR VEGETARIANS
AS GOOD AS OUR FAMOUS RISE CAPSULES
1 Capsule - £4.00 £5 - £7.50 10+ - £9.00

Large Victoria Pink Plug $15.00
Silicone & Rubber for pleasurable sex $15.00

Large Silicone
300mm x 43mm Extra harnesses
£25.00

Leather & Lace
18+
Calls cost 10p/min. Calls are recorded.
APN, LS11 8BP
08712
Gay/Bi chat & date
• Meet local guys
• Only 10p per min
• Chat LIVE 1-2-1
Flirt
& Date
Try 4 FREE
Simply txt
SCOTTS to 84469

Only order if you are 18 or over. Each video download costs £1.50. Video clips are a minimum of 20 secs of filthy pleasure. Check your phone compatibility before ordering & make sure your phone is WAP or GPRS enabled. Customer Service: 08701 24 25 42

Hard On
LOCATION
• EXPLICIT GAY VIDEOS
• £1.50 PER VIDEO
• DIRECT TO YOUR PHONE

TO ORDER SIMPLY TXT
SG FOLLOWED BY A SPACE THEN A REFERENCE NUMBER TO 89451
e.g. SG 100 FOR MORE VIDS TXT SG TO 89451

Over 200 R18 Titles
From £19.99

Mon - Fri 11-7
Sat 11-6 / Sun 1-5

Q-Store Ltd
5 Barony St
(Next to Blue Moon) Edin. EH3 6PD
0131 477 4755
CAITHNESS:

Glasgow. Details of venue from David Bingham
Meets 3rd Sun of each month at 7.30pm.

www.stonewallscotland.org.uk

DUNDEE:

Dumfries. DG1 2RP . Tel: Dumfries (01387)
238888 Mon 7pm-Midnight. Generally has a nice
social side on a Saturday. Icebreakers: Social group for guys and gals
which is registered as a Scottish charity and
anyone who identifies as queer or part of
our families. Tel: Marley on Dundee (01382)
348888. Info please append @gocscotland.org.uk to their
E-mail: agnes.boes@tht.org.uk for details.

FELLOWSHIP:

Glasgow LGBT Centre, 84 Bell Street. Tel: Crosslynx
322200. Writers of words are welcome to come along and
improve the physical, mental and social
health of everyone! Tel: 0845 241215 1. Fax: 0845
343999.

GAY KAYAKING GROUP:
The group runs regular lessons and
matches against clubs in London and
the UK.

www.gaysport.info/teamscotland

LIBRA:

LGBT Centre, 3-5 Hope Street, Edinburgh. EH7 5YW.
A friendly social group for older (over 30's) lesbians
and friendly holidays in Scotland etc. Further
information, support and socializing, for
lesbians and gay men and women. Meets monthly at LGBT Centre for Health &
Well-being. Tel: (0131) 622 2555. Minicom: 0141-211 6703. Fax: 0141-
211 6700. E-mail: libra-alcohol@btconnect.com

LONGRANGERS:

Lothians. Tel: 0131-558 1122. Counselling and Support Services at The
City Art Centre, Edinburgh in 2006. The kind of issues they expect to
work on are: Drug and alcohol abuse, anxiety/depression, relationship difficulties,
sexual problems, eating disorders, and problems with friends and family. They do a
lot of work with the wider group of LGBT people and run a befriending service.

ORDER OF PERPETUAL INDOLENCE:
The society's LGBT Carers: Tel the Alzheimer's
Helpline on 0845 300 0336 or E-mail:
www.alzheimers.org.uk/Gay_Carers/index.htm

PERISOS:

QLGF: www.qlgf.org.uk E-mail: qlgfcontact@btclick.com

POLITICAL:

Glasgow LGBT Centre, 84 Bell Street. Tel: Crosslynx
223503. The website has been set up to be a safe place where people
who feel the habit. Its tenets are: The
Order of Perpetual Indolence: www.thesisters.org.uk

UNISON:

A group for 18-25 year olds: Thu 7-9.30pm.
E-mail: info@ourstoryscotland.org.uk
WOMEN

Pascale Needed female, 52, has good sense of humour, intelligent and caring woman in her fifties looking for a lifetime companion in the Edinburgh area. Contact me at the above box number.

SCOTLAND-GLASGOW

MEN

Small, Fat, Old, Hair, bearded. Ginger Seeks Fun
With Young. Smooth Gay Guy 50+ tall, good build, balding, short hair, short white beard. Looking for fun with young (16-26) smooth chiseled guy with er facial hair. Can accommodate or self travel.

SNOB

Nice girl, 40s. I'm looking for younger, good-looking men all over the world. Over 60, I’m a mature woman looking for friendship and/or relationship. Contact me at the above box number.

SMALL Gay

S G76104.

Bi Curious?

Bearded, Ginger Seeks Fun
Mens, 50 year old guy. Long red hair, muscular and toned body. This fit, active and horny guy is looking for someone who is not in uniform. Uniform Dating has been made available to readers of the ScotsGay Scottish Gay Interest Group. All members of regularised groups may now enjoy this membership of this fantastic gay dating service. Car.
WOMEN

TV Seeks Women
Karen from Central Scotland is a slim, comming TV who is looking for a first time with a butch or fem woman for friendship and maybe more. “is anyone out there? Make me not reply” Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6577.

Try Other Things
Mid 30's genuine looking 18 year old, based in Edinburgh describes herself as very slim, nice, friendly person who likes ladies Imprimis and spanking. He would like to meet a friendly submissive woman. For more info please call 09068 556612 - Number 6050.

Tedious
30 year old guy looking for a partner with a similar body. The guy says: “Lies are immaterial. Give me a call”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6989.

Sandy Male
Stirling gay sports male, 32 years old (looks about 30 years). He describes himself as straight acting and looking with an athletic build. He is 6’ tall, has his own house and car and is looking to meet someone 18-35 years old for a friendship/relationship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7011.

Dundee Daytimes
Quirky 40 year old, straight acting and looking non-scene guy is looking for anywhere 20-50 for a bit of fun during the day. He is 5’10” tall and weighs 14 stone. “Get to know you”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6937.

Sporty Male
Glasgow gay sports male, 32 years old (looks about 30 years). He describes himself as straight acting and looking with an athletic build. He is 6’ tall, has his own house and car and is looking to meet someone 18-35 years old for a friendship/relationship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6937.

Tawas For Thought
Edinburgh guy offers school-type discipline to bad boys of all ages. “Call me now for a visit to the studio”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6979.

Abuse Area
This 44 year old master is looking for a slave for leather and foot worship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 9099.

Aberdeen Area
Man 39 years old and looking for a partner to travel in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6531.

Camping
44 year old guy, who says he looks much younger with long blond hair and a 32” waist, would like to meet some young people interested in traditional disciplines, going on camping trips etc. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7011.

Central Belt
Implicit security man or woman interested in traditional discipline contact.

Men

Baseball Boots
45 year old looking for guys with trainers or baseball boots. For fun and friendship between Aberdeen and Edinburgh. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6607.

Young Male
Johnston 25 year old Edinburgh slave is looking for a Master who is 15-20 years old. “I will worship you for the rest of your life forever right”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6700.

Mature In Dundee
25 year old Dundee slave is looking for a Master who is 15-20 years old. “I will worship you for the rest of your life forever right”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6700.

Relationship Or More
Glasgow guy, 50 years old, looking for something 30-50 for a possible relationship or more. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 8930.

Chubby Smutty
Mid 30's Edinburgh chubby smoothie would like to meet a handy slaver or Aikik guy for fun and friendship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 8852.

Over The Knee Slapping
“I am a guy in his 40’s from the north-west of Scotland who is looking for someone older, 50-60 possibly, to put me over his knee as a regular basis to be spanked. I would prefer it to be someone of a professional disposition; someone who sees a bad a possible. On 50 up ex teacher”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 8999.

Abuse Area
This 44 year old master is looking for a slave for leather and foot worship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 9099.

Aberdeen Area
Man 39 years old and looking for a partner to travel in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6531.
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25 year old Dundee slave is looking for a Master who is 15-20 years old. “I will worship you for the rest of your life forever right”. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6700.
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Glasgow guy, 50 years old, looking for something 30-50 for a possible relationship or more. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 8930.
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Abuse Area
This 44 year old master is looking for a slave for leather and foot worship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 9099.

Aberdeen Area
Man 39 years old and looking for a partner to travel in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6531.

Camping
44 year old guy, who says he looks much younger with long blond hair and a 32” waist, would like to meet some young people interested in traditional disciplines, going on camping trips etc. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7011.

Central Belt
Implicit security man or woman interested in traditional discipline contact.
food - drinks - fun
back and better than ever!

FESTIVAL OPENING HOURS
(from August 4th)
Mon - Fri 12 - 2am, Fri & Sat 12 - 3am
FESTIVAL SUNDAYS 12.30 - 2am
BRUNCH 12.30pm - 3.30pm
AFTERNOON TEA AROUND THE PIANO 4pm - 7pm
(with Surprise Guest)

plus downstairs

NEW TOWN BAR

OPEN DAILY
Fri & Sat Men’s Bar,
Sat 18th MSC Festival Frolics
Fri 10th & Fri 24th Furburger
(Women’s Night)

HAPPY HOURS
12 - 8pm See in bar for other special offers!

NEW TOWN BAR
26b Dublin Street Edinburgh
t: 0131 538 7775
w: www.newtownbar.co.uk
Mon - Thurs 12pm - 1am
Fri & Sat 12pm - 2am
Sun 12.30pm - 1am
plus special festival opening hours